EJD Middle School - Sixth Grade Supply List
2021-2022

General supplies (to be used in all classes):

Pens (Students CANNOT use pens in math class)
Pencils (#2 regular pencils, not mechanical)
Loose-leaf paper
A package of dry erase markers
A homework folder
A package of cap erasers
A package of highlighters
A package of colored pencils
Earbuds
Post-it notes
2 boxes of tissues

Science (all):
3 ring binder exclusively for science
Spiral notebook
Pocket folder (3 hole punched is best)
Tab dividers

Social Studies (all):
3 ring binder exclusively for social studies
Pocket folder (3 hole punched is best)
Tab dividers

Math (all):
Texas Instruments TI 30X II calculator

English (purple team):
3 ring binder (2") exclusively for ELA
Pocket folder (3 hole punched is best)
5 Tab dividers

English (green team):
Pocket folder

Band
1" Binder with sheet protector for music